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"Let the holiness of God shine forth" (cf. Mt 5, 16)
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“….not just empty words!”
It is not clear yet how many people in Africa are going to have to leave their countries in the coming years to
escape conflict, persecution, poverty and insecurity. That number will inevitably rise to unpredictable heights
if the Presidents of Africa’s states do not create jobs and promote social justice.
There are voices that say that the cause of poverty has been neglected for years. This is where our work as
Pallottine missionaries begins. To ensure that faith, peace and justice are not empty words! Everyone can
change the world with talent, strength and knowledge. The time has come, not to work against each other,
but to work hand in hand. For this, everyone has to be attentive and live in the awareness that God is visible
in everyone.
We Pallottines want to change the world to be a better place and we support projects that promote peaceful
living together. Pallottines must be part of the solution in order that people stand together in solidarity and
give people a vision. When we support the construction of a school it is to create the basis for a better life for
people going forward.
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I am personally grateful to all the supporters who have contributed to the recent construction of a new
college in Cameroon. This work is the fruit of very close partnership-based teamwork. That Pallottine
education centre in Yaoundé is not only of immediate benefit, it is also a pilot project for our Cameroonian
confreres in the construction of future schools.
Our Mission Secretariat in Friedberg is in touch with many confreres worldwide who work for disadvantaged
people, who provide educational services and train young candidates to become priests and brothers. A
special focus of our Province is financial support for formation houses in Africa, where young candidates are
studying and preparing themselves not only for life in community but also in the service of their fellow man.
In turn, hopefully, they will learn to share money with their own communities and go on to create selffinancing projects. I see myself simply as a consultant, bringing people together, urging others to promote
‘capacity building’ through their own local fundraising projects.
Those involved in mission outreach are invariably dependent on and grateful to their relatives, friends and
other supporters who so often open their hearts and give money. The big challenge for the beneficiary then
becomes turning those resources into the creation of sustainable employment. In both Africa and Asia our
activities frequently extend to those who are marginalized and have special needs – we support HIV projects
and the care of the aged and needy. For poor children too we provide school fees and try to present to them
a more hopeful long-term perspective.
Beyond just the transfer of money though, we have to be continually reviewing what our
projects are achieving and what can be improved. It must become our goal to develop
high-quality projects and facilities which can be handed on to the next generations of our
Society, so that they in turn can continue to provide lasting benefit to the people.
Bert Meyer sac [CJ] – Friedberg – GERMANY
30.01.17
info@bertmeyer-online.de
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the overlooked vocation of non-ordained brothers
“I’m a nun in masculine form.”
The definition that Brother Didier Remiot, a member of the Augustinian Congregation of the Assumption,
gives himself is certainly direct.
However, it also conveys the need to understand a vocation that is often relegated to the background in the
Church – something that is acknowledged by the Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies
of Apostolic Life in a text about non-ordained brothers.
“Several of my friends have asked me to marry them or to baptize their children,” says Brother Vincent de
Léglise, a young brother of Christian Schools and principal of a Lasallian college in the 13th Arrondissement,
Paris.
“When this happens, I explain that I can’t because I’m not ordained. This always comes as a surprise!”
In fact, the choice of these non-ordained brothers, who are laymen but consecrated in religious
congregations, is misunderstood. Their choice is sometimes associated with the choice made by the lay
brothers of monastic communities.
These brothers are “considered as sub-clerics” in contrast to monks who are often called to be priests, points
out Sophie Hasquenoph, a historian who specializes in religious life. “In texts, they are referred to as the
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illiterate,” she continues. “They did manual labor and didn’t have a say, and did not participate in all services
and duties.”
As the financial director of his Congregation with a Bachelor’s degree in Theology, Brother Didier Remiot does
not conform to the image of a lay brother relegated to menial tasks. He is a former aeronautical engineer
with a degree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
“I have never felt called to be a priest,” he explains. “The priest is a shepherd who leads the faithful. My place
is to be a brother, with rather than in front of.”

Brothers of the Lasallian community during morning prayer. / Jean Depierre

Nonetheless, it is within a religious organization that he has found the answer to his quest for a community
life in which he could devote himself to God.
“The Assumptionists accept that there are non-ordained brothers,” Brother Didier says. “But it is a status that
prevents one from taking on certain roles. I have been a superior of the community, with an indult from
Rome, but I am not allowed to become Superior General.”
In the Franciscan Order, founded by Saint Francis of Assisi who was never a priest himself, a non-ordained
brother cannot be elected as Superior General either, nor can he be given provincial responsibilities.
“This would not be accepted by Rome, in spite of the requests made by non-ordained brothers,” explains
Brother Pascal Aude.
For a long time, the religious, non-sacerdotal vocation of this Franciscan brother, who made his vows in 1992,
was “a matter of course”. But, at one time, the question of ordination came up.
“This had been part of my initial calling, but I had let it go,” he recalls. “Then, on encountering the leading
figures of the priesthood, I explored the possibility. I gave it a lot of thought and finally decided to remain a
non-ordained brother. Ordination was not for me. My vocation as a Franciscan is enough in itself.”
Brother Vincent de Léglise is in full agreement.
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“My vocation as a non-ordained brother allows me to commit myself fully to my mission of education. I have
been fortunate to know brothers who are devoted to God and passionate about education. The question of
becoming a priest did not come up when I was making decisions as a young adult.”
Brother Pierre-Yves Bretonnière, of the Order of the Little Brothers of Jesus, inspired by Charles de Foucauld,
also describes the choice to be a non-ordained brother as self-evident.
“When I discovered the spirituality of the ‘universal brotherhood’, I knew that this is where I belonged, in
order to live the life of Nazareth,” declares this brother who entered the Congregation thirty-two years ago.
It is exceptional in that it was given the right, in the 1960s, to elect a non-ordained brother as Superior
General.
In Lebanon, where Brother Pierre-Yves has lived for two years, the vocation of a simple brother is little
understood, as the figure of the priest is endowed with a certain prestige there.
“We carry out our work ‘from the bottom of the ladder’, and we don’t have an institute, unlike the Lasallians,
for example,” he says. “But this allows us real freedom and simplicity in our relationships with others.”
This observation is shared by Brother Pascal, the Franciscan.
“Being only a brother opens some doors and closes others. When you are not a priest, a whole area of
contact with people is different.”
For the Little Brothers of Jesus, this fraternal dimension arises from local involvement. Brother Pierre-Yves
spent twenty-one years in Egypt before being sent to Syria and then to Lebanon.
“I ask my students to call me ‘Brother,’” Vincent de Léglise says. I try to have a brotherly relationship with
everyone.”
Nonetheless, within the Church, some brothers do not hesitate to speak of the hardship of not feeling that
they are given due consideration.
“A section of the clergy, particularly some bishops, do not recognize our vocation as non-ordained priests,”
maintains Brother de Léglise.
“For the ecclesial hierarchy, the vocation of a non-ordained brother is not always considered as full and
equal,” another brother emphasizes, referring to publications about the issue of vocation that focus more or
less exclusively on the figure of the priest.
This observation makes the invitation of the Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life all the more
significant:
“Priests and other members of the Church hierarchy are invited to support the recognition and validity of
non-ordained brothers in local Churches … by promoting this vocation, particularly in the pastoral care of
young people, and by facilitating the participation of non-ordained brothers and nuns in instances of
consultation, decision, and action within the local Church.”
Clémence Houdaille
28.01.17
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